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Reviewer's report:

This is an important paper which discusses the mistreatment of medical students and its subsequent distress. It tackles the issues of an ingrained culture and as such it is important this work is carried out and published to promote change. The paper is very well written and the points made are relevant. I support this paper and hope the authors continue this line of work. I have only a few points of clarification below.

I really enjoyed reading the introduction. It provides a systematic description of the background to the present day of mistreatment in medical education and culture. This ensures the aims of the project are well situated.

I query why no ethics approval was gained as this is sensitive material, if there is support to suggest participants were informed about what would happen to their data that would be useful although not essential.

Results:

The average age of the medical students was 24.7 years - at which point/year in medical education has this survey been conducted? Why is the average so high? Similarly it would be useful to know if the recruitment lecture was compulsory? Are the 109 students the whole year group or is it only the group who are interested in Gender medicine - if so this might skew the data again and should be attended to in the limitations.

I am unclear how the top three perpetrator groups were calculated, perhaps it could be clarified/made more explicit (prevalence of mistreatment).

Clarity needed re gender difference: two sentences talk about sexual mistreatment and harassment (line 211-212 and line 217-218), clarity needed about which stats are correct or if they have two different messages, I anticipate the second sentence should reference distress from mistreatment.
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